We propose a completely general, informed randomized dynamic load balancing method called random seeking (RS) 
Introduction
In this paper, we consider randomized methods for dynamic load balancing in parallel algorithms with the following characteristics. (1) The work available at any processor either (a) comprises of independent work pieces or (b) can be partitioned into such pieces as long as it is more than some non-decomposable unit; in this case work partitioning takes much less time compared to work processing. ( 2) The time to transfer a piece of work from one processor to another is small compared to its processing time. (3) It is not possible or is very difficult to estimate the processing time for a piece of work. These are characteristics of many search algorithms used in artificial intelligence and operations research and many divide-and-conquer algorithms [6] . Randomized methods are of interest because of their simplicity, ease of implementation, and good performance. Since in the above applications different work pieces can be of widely differing and unpredictable sizes and/or quality, in general, they may require either combined dynamic quantitative and qualitative load balancing (i.e., balancing of both "quantity" and "quality" of work pieces between different processors), or only dynamic quantitative load balancing.
The random communication (RC) strategy of [4, 5] is a well-known method for performing both dynamic quantitative and qualitative balancing. In it, a processor on generatThis research was funded in part by a Grant-in-Aid from the University of Minnesota and in part by NSF grant MIP-9210049. Sandia National Labs provided access to their 1024-processor nCUBE2 parallel computer.
ing a new piece of work transfers it to a random processor. The random quantitative load balancing schemes of [7, 9] are similar to the RC strategy. Although, due to randomization, work will be sent from source to sink processors in the RC strategy, reasonable likelihood exists for useless work transfers between source processors, between sink processors, and from sink to source processors (which actually aggravates the existing load imbalance). Also, because of them, the overhead per useful work transfer can be quite high. Due to these reasons, substantial scope exists for obtaining better performance using some type of informed randomized method that avoids these pitfalls. The random seeking (RS) strategy described in the next section is such a method.
The Random Seeking Strategy
In this section, we describe our general RS strategy for informed, randomized dynamic load balancing. Every processor i has a load attribute L(i) associated with it that characterizes its work load and is application dependent (e.g., it may be the number or cost of work pieces i has). Depending upon their load attributes, any two processors i and j may
The load attribute should be defined so that: (1) L(i) L(j) implies i is more likely than j to have useful work load to process, and can grant some of its work load to the latter to make it equally likely to per-
processor is performing useful computation, then the other is also likely to be doing the same; and (3) L(i) L(j) signifies the converse of case (1) . The RS strategy strives to establish peer-peer relationships between all processor pairs by probabilistically locating source-sink pairs via "probe" messages flung to random processors and transferring work from the sources to the corresponding sinks, and thereby attempts to maximize processor utilization. These probes not only locate sinks, but also collect load distribution information which is used to efficiently regulate load balancing activities. RS is designed to take advantage of the fact that in most parallel algorithms with characteristics mentioned earlier, the load distribution across processors does not change drastically in a short time (i.e., most processors that are sources one instant do not become sinks the next, and vice versa). In case, this is not true for an application, even then RS will perform better than RC since it performs only useful work transfers from source to sink processors. The load balancing overhead of RS is directly related to how stringent the load balancing requirement implied by peer-peer relationships is, which should therefore be chosen in any application to maximize processor utilization at the minimum load balancing overhead.
In RS, every processor i maintains two frequently updated estimates: (1) An estimate of the fraction (i) of all processors that are sources relative to it; and (2) An estimate of the fraction (i) of all processors that are sinks relative to it, and to which it will act as a source of work-by this we mean the following. Suppose i is a source relative to four processors, and these processors are sinks relative to two, four, four, and one processors (including i), respectively. Then if the task of providing work to a sink processor is equally divided among its source processors, the fraction of processors that are sinks relative to i, and to which i has the burden of supplying work
P , where P is the total number of processors. In other words, if the estimates of all processors are accurate, then (i) =
j is a sink relative to i. We denote the nth updated values of these estimates by n (i) and n (i). The estimates should be initialized to their expected values for the application under consideration. For simplicity, in our implementation we assume processors are sources, sinks, and peers relative to other processors with equal probabilities at the beginning of the parallel algorithm, and so set 1 := 0:33 in all processors. This also means that each processor is a source and has the burden of supplying work to exactly one processor, and hence we set 1 := 1 P in all processors.
We will see that during random seeking, new information will frequently become available regarding the fraction of a random set of processors (less than P) that are are sources or sinks relative to a processor i. Suppose after the nth update of in i, information becomes available about the fraction r n of a random set of processors that are sources relative to i. Then we incorporate this new information in the (n + 1)th update as follows [10] .
The parameter controls the relative weight of recent (1st term in the above Eq.) and past (2nd term in the above Eq.) history in the estimation. We chose = 0:25 in our implementation so that recent history is captured well in the estimation. As more and more information becomes available and is incorporated during random seeking, the estimates become more and more accurate. Thus some time after the algorithm starts, these estimates will be reasonably accurate. We update the estimates in processors as new information becomes available in the same manner as in the above Eq. for .
We now describe the random seeking process. At regular intervals of time ∆ (or at an average time interval ∆), a processor i flings a probe message containing its load attribute L(i) and its estimate (i) with a certain probability (to be stated later) to a random processor. The processor receiving the probe compares L(i) with its own load attribute and determines its relationship with i. If it is not a sink relative to i, or if it has sent out a work-request message to some processor that has not yet been serviced, it reflings the probe to another random processor (that is not i). The probe is reflung similarly from all non-sink processors and processors with unserviced work requests until it arrives at a processor k that is a sink relative to i and does not have unserviced work requests, or until the probe has been flung F max times. In either case, the probe is returned to i. A probe that has not yet returned to its originating processor is said to be active. At all processors the probe visits, their estimates are updated using the above Eq. with r n = 1 or 0 depending upon whether they were found to be sinks or not, respectively, relative to i. Also, their estimates are updated with r n = 1 (i) P or 0 depending upon whether they were found to be sources or not, respectively, relative to i. During its visit to the different processors, the probe accumulates information necessary to update the and estimates of i. The new information r n used to update is the fraction of all visited processors that were found to be sources relative to i. For updating , the new information r n = 1 F P j 1 (j) P , where F is the number of processors that the probe visits and j is any sink processor (relative to i) among them. After updating its two estimates, i discards the probe.
If during the probe's visits, a sink processor k was found, then k sends a work-request message to i (this message may be piggybacked onto the probe which is also destined for i) containing its load attribute L(k). Since i is continuously processing its work load, and since there may be multiple active probes from i and other processors at a time that may cause work transfers from i, the work load of i is continuously changing. Therefore when i receives the work request from k, it transfers some of its work to k to achieve load balance (i.e., to achieve at least a peer-peer relationship with k) only if it is a source relative to k at that time.
Thus at any time, one or more probes may be active from each processor. Each probe P 1 from a processor i contains its load attribute that is used to determine relatively sink processors and that represents its ability to supply work load to such processors. Suppose the probability that P 1 will be able to locate a sink is p-we will shortly compute p(i) for any processor i at an arbitrary time instant. Then an immediately succeeding probe P 2 issued from i while P 1 is active should represent a diminished ability to supply work with probability p, and an undiminished ability with probability (1 ? p). Thus, although the apparent work load with i is L(i), its actual work load probabilistically diminishes with each probe issued. Therefore we maintain in each processor i a dynamic difference attribute w d (i) that contains information necessary to obtain the difference between its apparent work load L(i) and its actual work load which we denote by L d (i) and refer to as i's dynamic load attribute; we denote the relationship between these three terms by We now compute the probability p(i) that a probe issued from a processor i will be able to locate a sink in its at most F max visits. This is done as follows assuming (i) (the probability estimate of the fraction of processors that i is a source relative to and will transfer work to) to be accurate, which we recall will be the case some after the algorithm starts.
;
where the nth term represents the probability that a sink is found in the nth visit. Note that ideally, only as many probes should be flung from a processor as will result in successfully locating sink processors to which work can be transferred. Extra probes will mean unnecessary load balancing overhead, and fewer probes will mean non-optimal processor utilization. In order to achieve an optimal probe flinging rate, we fling a probe from a processor i with the probability p(i) of being able to locate a sink as given by the above Eq. The following useful result can be derived assuming (i) to be accurate.
Theorem 1 The average number of flings taken by a probe
issued by any processor i in the random seeking strategy to locate a sink relative to i is at most
Therefore, more the number of sinks that a processor i needs to transfer load to, faster the sinks are located and work transferred. In Sec. 4., we will discuss how to apply the RS strategy to perform dynamic quantitative and qualitative load balancing in parallel BFS algorithms.
Best-First Branch-and-Bound Preliminaries
In this section, we first briefly describe the sequential BFS algorithm, and then discuss a commonly used generic approach to its parallelization.
BFS performs a best-first search for a least-cost leaf node (representing an optimal solution) starting from a single root node corresponding to the combinatorial optimization problem P to be solved in a state-space tree T [8] . Each node in T represents a subproblem derived from P and has a cost that is a lower bound on the cost of an optimal solution to that subproblem. The set of unexplored nodes is stored in an OPEN list. We denote by best soln the cost of the current best solution at any time during BFS's operation. Due to its best-first search ordering, BFS explores only nodes with cost less than the optimal solution cost-these nodes are called essential nodes since they must be expanded by any search algorithm that guarantees optimality; all other nodes are termed non-essential.
BFS is most commonly parallelized on distributedmemory machines by first exploring the search space from the root node to generate a starting node for each of the processors, and then conducting sequential BFS on each of the processors from its starting node. Processors broadcast any improvements in best soln which is maintained consistent across all processors.
We now define a few terms used in the sequel. The OPEN list of processor i is denoted by OPEN i , and the number of nodes in it by M(i). Let cost i (l) denote the cost of the node at position l in a non-decreasing cost ordering of nodes in OPEN i , and let cost i (l) = 1, for l > M(i).
The above parallel BFS (PBFS) algorithm can be very scalable provided good load balancing methods are employed to address its following two inefficiencies. (1) Starvation: This occurs when processors run out of work/nodes and idle. (2) Non-essential work: This occurs when processors processing nodes in non-global-best-first order expand non-essential nodes-this is in contrast to sequential BFS which processes nodes in global-best-first order and hence performs no non-essential work.
To tackle starvation, quantitative load balancing is needed to transfer nodes from busy processors to idle processors. To address non-essential work, some type of qualitative load balancing is required to transfer good or low-cost nodes from processors that have them to those with relatively bad nodes, so that nodes are processed in a close-to-global-bestfirst order. An effective way of accomplishing qualitative load balance between any pair of processors is to ensure that the cost of the lead node at position in one processor is not greater than that of the threshold node at position in the other, where > 1 [3] . In the next section, we show how RS can be used to probabilistically achieve such load balance between all processor pairs.
Application of Random Seeking to Parallel BFS
In Sec. 4.1., we first apply RS to perform combined dynamic quantitative and qualitative load balancing as required in parallel BFS. Next in Sec. 4.2., we modify parallel BFS so that only quantitative load balancing is required, and apply RS for that purpose. From our discussion in Sec. 2. we note that to apply RS to a parallel algorithm, three types of information need to be specified: (1) The definition of static and dynamic load attributes of a processor; (2) The manner in which load attributes are to be used to determine relationships between any pair of processors; and (3) The work transferred from a processor in response to a work request message. In our two applications of RS below, we specify this required information.
Combined Dynamic Quantitative and Qualitative Load Balancing
To apply RS for qualitative load balancing in PBFS as noted in the previous section, we transfer work from a source processor j to a random sink processor i with a lead-node cost greater than that of j's threshold-node cost. The work transferred consists of m nodes in OPEN j with cost less than i's threshold-node cost, where m is small (one or two). Note that after the transfer, the lead-node and threshold-node costs of j become the costs of nodes that were at positions + m and + m, respectively, before the transfer. From these observations, RS can be applied as follows. For a processor i, we define ∆ d (i) . Finally, the relationship between any pair of processors i and j is determined as:
Thus we see that RS strives to achieve qualitative load balance by probabilistically checking deterioration in the costs/qualities of lead nodes of processors relative to those of the threshold nodes in all other processors. Recall that cost i (l) = 1 if i has less than l nodes. Therefore, in the above application of RS, if a processor has less than nodes, it will be a sink relative to all processors that have at least nodes, and hence will be able to obtain nodes from such processors through the random seeking process. Hence in the above application RS performs both dynamic quantitative and qualitative load balancing to minimize starvation and non-essential work.
Pure Dynamic Quantitative Load Balancing
We can modify PBFS so that it requires only quantitative load balancing for good performance by initializing best soln to the optimal solution cost (which is found from a previous run of PBFS) and processing only nodes with cost less than the optimal solution cost (i.e., processing only essential nodes). This models other parallel branch-and-bound search methods like parallel depth-first search, and computations like parallel circuit simulation that require only quantitative load balancing. The application of RS here is similar to that in the previous subsection. We use two parameters 0 and 0 . The idea is to transfer work (consisting of m 0 nodes) from a source processor i with 0 or more nodes to a random sink processor j with less than 0 nodes. Note that after the transfer, the number of nodes in i will reduce by m 0 .
as an integer variable, and as the "?" (subtraction) operator. Increment and decrement operations on w d (i) are performed by incrementing and decrementing it, respectively, by m 0 . Finally, we define:
Thus dynamic quantitative load balancing is achieved through RS by processors that have at least 0 nodes randomly seeking those that have less than 0 nodes and transferring nodes to them.
Performance Results
In this section, we present two sets of performance results: (1) comparing combined dynamic quantitative and qualitative load balancing capabilities of local RC (LRC) (in which generated nodes are transferred to random neighbors),global RC (GRC) (in which generated nodes are transferred to random processors), local random seeking (LRS) (RS with the modification that processors fling probes only to random neighbors-this is useful in low bandwidth networks where global flinging may cause performance degradation due to link contention and hot spots and in distributed systems where communication latencies are higher) applied to quantitative and qualitative load balancing (LRSQl), and global random seeking (GRS) (RS as described in Sec. 2. in which probes are flung to random processors) applied similarly (GRSQl) ( Table 5 .(a)); and (2) comparing only dynamic quantitative load balancing capabilities of LRC, GRC, LRS applied to pure quantitative load balancing (LRSQn), and GRS applied similarly (GRSQn) ( Table 5 . (b)). All results were collected on up to 512 processors of an nCUBE2 multicomputer. The test set consists of nine mixed-integer programming (MIP) problems from the MIPLIB benchmark set [2] with thousands of variables and constraints and a range of node-expansion (or node-processing) granularities and search-space sizes (which is equal to the number of essential nodes W). A node expansion primarily involves solving a linear programming (LP) problem to compute a lower-bound cost; for this we used the public domain simplex-based LP solver, "lp solve" [1] .
From Table 5 . we see that, as is to be expected, GRC performs better than its local counterpart LRC because of better load balance achieved through globalized work transfers and because the communication rate (of work transferred) is not high enough to cause excessive link contention or hot spots in GRC. Although GRS also performs better than LRS, the difference is not very noticeable, since unlike LRC, work transfer in LRS is not restricted to between neighboring processors due to the fact that probes flung from neighbor to neighbor in LRS may finally reach non-neighbor processors. Also, note that the execution times for LRC exceed those of LRS and GRS by 16-67% for combined quantitative and qualitative load balancing, and by 9-74% for only quantitative load balancing. The corresponding figures for GRC are 8-25% and 5-35%, except for the small granularity problem flugpl in the latter case in which GRC has a 2% smaller execution time than GRSQn (but 1% larger execution time than LRSQn). The reason for the better relative performance of GRC for flugpl is that the time interval ∆ at which probes should be flung in GRS and LRS was not kept constant but was dependent upon the node-expansion time. This corresponds to a very small ∆ for flugpl leading to a higher flinging rate. As a result, the load balancing overhead in LRS and GRS for the very small granularity problem flugpl was high-about 16% of the execution time compared to about 8% of the execution time for LRC and GRC. Therefore the performance of LRS and GRS can be improved by a good margin by choosing an appropriate constant ∆. The load balancing overhead can also be reduced by relaxing peer-peer relationships. We will explore these in future research. However, even without these modifications, we see that the performance of our randomized schemes is much better than those of previous ones.
Conclusions
In this work, we presented a completely general and informed randomized load balancing method called random seeking which we theoretically and empirically showed to be very efficient compared to previous randomized methods such as the well-known RC strategy. In future research, we will investigate the following interesting extensions to the RS strategy: (1) The first extension consists of adjusting probe flinging probabilities to different target processors based on their communication latencies from the flinging processor, and should be very useful in low bandwidth networks and in distributed settings. (2) The second extension is to consider flinging probes from processors with the objective of locating relative sources instead of relative sinks, or alternatively to locate both relative sources and relative sinks. (3) Finally, we can collect more specific information during random seeking regarding which processors or processor neighborhoods are likely to be sinks, and then fling probes to these locations with higher probability. This will help in locating sinks faster, and hence in correcting load imbalances faster.
